
 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

St. Jerome was an Italian Priest and Historian, known for his translation 

of the Bible into Latin. He’s also known as the Patron Saint of Librarians. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ____________ 

 

Booker Taliaferro Washington was an American educator, author, 

orator, and adviser to multiple presidents of the United States.  

He was a leader in the African American community. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Mary Ann Evans, known by her pen name George Eliot,  

was an English novelist, poet, journalist, translator and  

one of the leading writers of the Victorian era.  

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Lao-Tzu was a Chinese scholar, writer and philosophical founder 

of Taoism, a traditional Chinese religion which emphasizes 

 living in harmony. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Benjamin Franklin was one of the Founding Fathers of the 

United States. Franklin was a printer, postmaster, inventor, 

 civic activist, statesman and diplomat. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Joseph Joubert was a French moralist and essayist, remembered  

largely for his collection of comments on theology and philosophy. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Oscar Wilde was an Irish poet and playwright that became  

one of the most popular playwrights in London.  Famous for  

writing the “Importance of Being Earnest”. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Confucius was a Chinese politician and philosopher that  

emphasized personal and governmental morality, correctness  

of social relationships, justice, kindness and sincerity. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Theodore Roosevelt Jr. was an American statesman, 

 politician, conservationist, naturalist, and writer who served  

as the 26th president of the United States from 1901 to 1909. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

St. Jerome was an Italian Priest and Historian, known for his translation 

of the Bible into Latin. He’s also known as the Patron Saint of Librarians. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Frederick Douglass was an American ex-slave, social reformer,  

writer, and statesman. He became a national leader of  

the abolitionist movement. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ____________ 

_________________________________________________
Benjamin Franklin was one of the Founding Fathers of the United 

States. Franklin was a printer, postmaster, inventor, civic activist, 

statesman and diplomat.  

How Old was this Person? ____ How many years since their Birth? ____ 

Who’s Youngest? ________   Who’s Oldest? _________ All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1 + #2 = ___ #3 + #4 = ___   #5 + #6 = ___   #7 +# 8 = ___   #? + #? = ___ 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Emma Lazarus was an American author of poetry and prose as well 

 as an activist for Jewish causes. She wrote the sonnet "The New 

Colossus" inscribed on the pedestal of the Statue of Liberty. 

How Old was this Person? ____  How many years since their Birth? ____ 

Who’s Youngest? ________   Who’s Oldest? _________ All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Desiderius Erasmus was a Dutch philosopher and Christian scholar 

 who is widely considered to have been one of the greatest  

scholars of the northern Renaissance. 

How Old was this Person? ____  How many years since their Birth? ____ 

Who’s Youngest? ________   Who’s Oldest? _________ All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Marcus Aurelius was a Roman emperor from 161 to 180 and a  

Stoic philosopher. He was the last of the rulers known as the  

Five Good Emperors, and the last emperor of the Pax Romana. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

The Buddha was a philosopher, spiritual teacher, and religious  

leader who is revered as the founder of Buddhism and taught a spiritual 

path that included ethical training and meditative practices. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Victor Marie Hugo was a French poet, playwright, statesman  

and human rights activist. His most famous works were  

Les Misérables and The Hunchback of Notre Dame. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Baltasar Gracian was a Spanish Jesuit Priest,  

counselor to kings, philosopher and author. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

St. Jerome was a Latin priest and historian, known for his translation 

 of the Bible into Latin, and his commentaries on the Gospels. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was an American poet and  

educator whose works include "Paul Revere's Ride",  

The Song of Hiawatha, and Evangeline. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Jane Austen was an English novelist known for her six novels,  

which interpret, critique and comment upon Wealthy British  

families at the end of the 18th century. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

William Makepeace Thackeray was a British novelist,  

author and illustrator born in India. He is known for 

 his satirical works about British society. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Blaise Pascal was a French mathematician, physicist,  

inventor, writer and Catholic theologian. He was a  

child prodigy who was educated by his father. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

William James was an American philosopher, psychologist and the  

first educator to offer a psychology course in the United States. 

 James is considered to be the "Father of American psychology". 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Robert Green Ingersoll was an American writer and orator  

during the Golden Age of Free Thought, who campaigned 

 in defense of agnosticism. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Henry David Thoreau was an American poet, and  

philosopher. He is best known for his book "Walden"  

about simple living in natural surroundings. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Susan Brownell Anthony was an American social reformer and 

 women's rights activist who played a pivotal role in the  

women's suffrage movement. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

St. Jerome was a Latin priest and historian, known for his translation 

 of the Bible into Latin, and his commentaries on the Gospels. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Nicolas Chamfort was a French writer, best known for his  

witty epigrams and aphorisms. He was secretary to the  

French King Louis XVI's sister. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Harriet Tubman was an American abolitionist and political activist. Born 

into slavery, she escaped and made 13 missions to rescue family and 

friends, using the network of antislavery Underground Railroad. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Benjamin Jonson was an English playwright and poet,  

whose artistry exerted a lasting impact upon  

English poetry and stage comedy. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Andrew Carnegie was a Scottish-American industrialist,  

and philanthropist that led the expansion of the steel industry  

and became one of the richest Americans in history. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Joseph Joubert was a French moralist and essayist,  

remembered largely for his collection of comments 

 on theology and philosophy. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Abraham Lincoln was the 16th president of the United States.  

He ended slavery and led the nation through its greatest moral, 

constitutional, and political crisis in the American Civil War. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Edward Gibbon was an English Member of Parliament, historian 

 and writer known for the quality and irony of its prose and  

criticism of organized religion. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Elizabeth Stanton was an American suffragist, social activist, 

abolitionist, and leading figure of the early women's rights movement. 

 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

St. Jerome was a Latin priest and historian, known for his translation 

 of the Bible into Latin, and his commentaries on the Gospels. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Brigham Young was an American religious leader, politician, and  

settler. He was the second president of The Mormon Church. 

 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Ralph Waldo Emerson was an American essayist, lecturer, 

 philosopher, and poet who led the transcendentalist  

movement of the mid-19th century.  

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Daniel David Palmer is called the founder of the science of chiropractic 

which was based on his extensive study of anatomy and physiology. 

 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 







 



 



 

Did you wonder why I used St. 

Jerome’s “Good, Better, Best”  

quote on the 1st 8 teams?   

The answer is on the  

GuideALife.com website.   

There are also several contests where 

you might win FREE t-shirts from our 

“iTHINKtees” collection. 

http://guidealife.com/

